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Welcome! This is the prototype edition of Yesterzine - a new
pull-out section - which we look forward to becoming a
regular supplement within The Falkirk and District Post.
Your Yesterzine supplement was inspired by a
Falkirk Bairn whose story will begin to unfold with
this very first edition. It will also introduce you to
our unique style of presentation called ‘yestertelling’. It is a format that tries its best to avoid any
reference to a word that is often attached to the days
of yore and yawns. Instead of dry text, we intend to
offer you a lively style which unashamedly mixes
investigative reporting with academic factuality, but
sans footnotes. If you want to know the how and the
why of something you read, just go to our web site
for the details, or you can email the zine.
However, we would be remiss if we didn’t explain the
premise of our style, because it offers a twist to the way in
which other publications approach the same topic. In this
zine every author will inject their own experiences to reveal
the reason why each story has been written. In that way our
readers will not be confronted by the disembodied spirit of
a textbook in which the frailties, ambiguities, uncertainties
and general excitement of real life has been drained out of
a story. That absence of humanity is what often turns the
past into a boring excursion.
Some years ago a former teacher-turned-novelist wrote
a book called ‘Blackboard Jungle’. The way that author
approached his subject became our original inspiration for
both yestertellers and yesterauthors, because it was a novel
based upon a school that the teacher had once taught in.
By adopting that approach to non-fiction, we began to
write our own successful series of academic articles, and
now we have adopted that format to suit a zine.
The process works like this: Each author begins with a
thread that represents a personal relationship to each
topic, and that thread is then tied to a second story, and
so on. We call our approach ‘yesterwriting’. There must be
a way for the author to inject their own life into the story
to meet the formula which is revealed in our slogan:
“Using the past to reach the future”. The author
represents the today factor in that equation.

Robert Dollar

The reason why we settled on this formula is in part due to
more inspiration that came from the observations of Ralph
Waldo Emerson. He wrote that: “All history becomes subjective;
in other words, there is properly no history; only biography.” We
believe this to be an honest statement about how the past
is already documented, despite the pretence of authors
who would have you believe otherwise. Human beings do
not have the ability to look back and observe the past as
if they had some sort of supernatural immortality to report
unvarnished facts without any form of biographical bias or
entanglement. So in this zine we tell you who we are; how
we came upon a story, and why we are telling it to you. More
than this, we will also be inviting you, if you choose to do so,
to join us in our endeavours.
Okay, that’s our ‘heavy’ stuff out of the way.
Because this is an original work, we welcome your
feedback with comments and suggestions: be they
positive or negative. It is our intention to provide a useful
and entertaining service for those who live here, as well as
providing a welcoming background service to visitors in our
community by providing choreographed walks that make
the past come to life. That is a service that will also welcome
your participation, if you choose to join us. You can find out
more on page four of this supplement.
Now that you know what is behind our editorial curtain,
let’s turn to the reason for our first story which begins its
serialization with this issue. The kernel of our story began
at the Falkirk Wheel on April 22, 2013, because it was there
and then that we announced our decision to celebrate the
amazing life story of Robert Dollar.

The Amazing Life of

Robert Dollar
By John and Tom Haler

Why Robert Dollar ?
During his lifetime Robert Dollar was made an Honorary Burgess of the Burgh of Falkirk, and this verse
was penned to celebrate his status in the town at
that time:

In 2013 in Falkirk, Scotland, Robert Dollar has
become the man who almost nobody knows. The few
who know anything about him understand very little
about the importance of this Bairn. Robert Dollar
became a pioneer, opening and developing sea lanes
for the promotion of international friendship and
w
world trade with both China and especially Japan. He
w
was also an inspirational voice in his day, and we hope
tthat his message of hope will once again become a
m
motivational driving force to be used to encourage
B
Bairns who are just coming to an age of maturity.
H
However, in this same year there is another ‘Falkirk’ which
d
does remember Robert Dollar, and it has documented his
aamazing achievements and his philanthropic spirit. That
‘other’ location is the name of the cultural center that was
o
once the home of Robert Dollar in San Raphael, California.

Unfortunately, with the passage of time it has faded.
But now we are bringing his name back into the
spotlight once again, and this time we will try to
keep it turned on!

W
When we began to peel off the layers accompanying his life
sstory, we found ourselves visiting yet another story about
sships and the sea. Following that particular thread led us
fr
from the coastline of the British Isles, to a remote town in
tthe middle of nowhere and situated in the U.S. State of
TTexas. That location was the originating point of the change
in legislation which led to the commercial radio stations on
the Falkirk airwaves that you can hear today. The seafaring
story of Robert Dollar led us to another untold story across
the ocean, only this time we arrived in Japan. It is a story
that the shrill newspaper headline-seeking stories of the
Forties, Fifties and Sixties obliterated – primarily due to the

continuing aftermath of World War II horror stories, but with
that decimation the achievements of Robert Dollar also
disappeared.
It was by using our process of following threads wherever
they may go that we ended up at the doorsteps of a vacant
Arnotdale House earlier this year. You know that property
as the mansion house in Dollar Park. The Arnotdale Estate
was just one of the gifts that Robert Dollar bought and gave
to the People of Falkirk, the real Falkirk here in Stirlingshire,
Scotland.
We wondered then who Robert Dollar was, and so we set
out to discover how this Falkirk Bairn rose from meagre
circumstances to become known around the world. What
we discovered is a story that should infuse anyone who
previously felt hemmed-in by a world of negativity, causing
them to burst forth with a renewed spirit of optimism.
The Robert Dollar story is all about turning lemons into
lemonade, and it reveals that practical possibilities are
always available to anyone who wants to reach out and
seize them. That’s why Robert Dollar became the inspiration
for this publication, as well as its many related projects.
So you wonder, as we previously wondered, if this Bairn’s
story is everything that we now claim that it is, then why
is it that all that is widely known about Robert Dollar today
– is that he somehow or other got a park named after him?
During his lifetime Robert Dollar was welcomed back home
here in Falkirk as a celebrity, but then the dust began to
settle. Before anyone knew it, Robert Dollar had vanished
from the scene and he became a distantly vague memory.
If you live or work in the Falkirk area, then you have probably
stumbled across one of the many gifts that Robert Dollar
gave to Falkirk. If you have walked down the High Street
and heard the sound of the bells ringing out tunes from the
tower high above the Old Parish Church - the ‘Faw Kirk’ - then
you have heard the sound of a gift from Robert Dollar. If you
and or your children have ever walked or played in Dollar
Park, then both you and your children enjoyed another gift
that was given to the People of Falkirk by Robert Dollar. But
today almost no one seems to know anything about this
philanthropic Bairn, and that is sad. What’s worse is that we
know more about Dunfermline’s Andrew Carnegie who
gave Falkirk a public library on Hope Street, but virtually
nothing about Falkirk’s original public library on Newmarket
Street that was established as a gift by Robert Dollar, which
was then absorbed by the Carnegie library on Hope Street.
As a result of World War I, Andrew Carnegie created many of

the institutions of international law that are still in use today;
but because of World War II, the peace-building relationships
of international trade that were pioneered in the Orient by
Robert Dollar, were subsequently buried under an avalanche
of hateful stereotyping. With the passage of time it is now
possible to peer behind the curtain of time and rediscover
that lost world legacy of friendship created by Robert Dollar.
We decided to begin by learning more about where Robert
Dollar was born and so we set off on a search for his birth
place. After all, if you go over to Dunfermline you will find
a magnificent tribute to Andrew Carnegie which celebrates
his life. It provides visitors with state-of-the-art exhibits in a
hands-on hall of fame aimed to interest young and old alike.
That structure was built next to the house in which Andrew
Carnegie was born and it is promoted as “Dunfermline’s
fastest growing visitor experience.” Well, we can sadly report
back that if you go in search of Robert Dollar’s birthplace
here in Falkirk, all we can say to you right now is: “lots of luck
with that!” But with your help, maybe that situation will soon
change.

Before anyone knew it, Robert Dollar
had vanished from the scene and he
became a distantly vague memory.
When we went in search of Robert Dollar’s home early last
year, John followed the paltry information that was readily
at hand, and it led him down Grahams Road to Dalderse
Avenue which becomes Etna Road. Using the records of
readily available thumbnail photos and supporting captions
that were available online, he concluded that he should
look for St John’s Saw Mill. On foot he began looking for
something that would direct him to that site, and so he
walked to the end of the road, but he drew a blank. So he
entered a lumber company located on that same road to
ask if any of their employees knew where it was. When he
finally found one who did, he was told to retrace his steps
and look for a sign board on the street that identifies a small
compound of unrelated business buildings in a cul de sac.
He found the white signboard supported by wooden posts
in front of a building advertised as the ‘Caledonia Clubhouse’,
which, we later discovered, is an organization that began
with a clubhouse movement on the East Coast of the USA.
Ironically it is to the rear of their compound and over a brick
wall; past a row of new high rise apartments, and on the

bank of the Forth and Clyde canal where Robert Dollar had
been born. We say ‘ironically’, because the house named
‘Falkirk; that Robert Dollar lived in until he died, is located on
the West Coast of the USA.
Therefore all that we have are the old photographs, their
captions, and these words that Robert Dollar wrote in his
Memoirs about his birthplace:
“At the time of my birth my father was manager for the lumber
establishment of Robert Melville & Company. The downstairs of
the house in which I was born was used for the office and the
upstairs for the dwelling. This house has been taken down, and
a new office building is in its place. Later we moved into a house
surrounded by a garden...”
His father was named William, and his mother was Mary
Melville. During his early years he lived in that same general
location where the saw mill business was based. It had been
named after St John’s Bay in Canada, because that is where
much of their timber originated. He stated that he originally
wrote his memoirs for the benefit of family members, but
decided to place them into general circulation instead:
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BECOME A YESTERTELLER
Learn how to become an effective communicator
through positive motivational training using informally choregraphed walks into yesterday. The yesterteller
program is designed to transform a retiring yesterperson into tomorrow’s outgoing, self-sufficient success
story. It’s great for anyone just out of school and
lacking the professional experience of self-promotion
that is necessary to succeed in the business world. It’s
also a wonderful opportunity for retired persons who
are looking for something rewarding to do with their
time. Yestertellers stress the positive side of life that
pushes negativism and self-doubt out of the way. Go
to yestertellers.com for more information.

“I have but one reason in so doing and that is, that they may be
of benefit to some young men who are starting in at the bottom
thinking the difficulties confronting them are insurmountable,
when they look up to the top of the ladder. No doubt they think
no one has had such a hard time as they. ... In getting a start in
life, no doubt many have had as hard a time as I but few have
had harder experiences.”

You can follow the next installment of
The Amazing Life of Robert Dollar
by John and Tom Haler in the next edition.
Be sure to watch for the upcoming book
of the same name in your local bookshop:
out in time for gift-giving this Christmas!

To be published
in 2013 by
Yesterbooks,
a publishing
division within
Marplesi.

